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 r86d.rar ( Arta® is a powerful audio measurement and analysis software that will quickly determine the key parameters of a
signal, analyze the periodicity of an audio signal, and detect its pitch. Arta® will work with the most common media files like:
MP3, MP4, Ogg Vorbis, AAC, APE, WAV, VQF, S3M, SMAF, S3M, MOD, DXF, etc. Key features: - 100% compatible with

the Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 operating systems. - Detect the frequency, periodicity and calculate the pitch of an
audio track. - 64 bits of precision, optimized for maximum performance and the calculation of the signal frequency. - Validate

the accuracy of the measurements through a random walk test. - Analyze the signal periodicity and calculate its period. - Save or
convert the audio files into a format of your choice. - Supports all the most popular audio formats (MP3, MP4, Ogg Vorbis,

AAC, APE, WAV, VQF, S3M, SMAF, S3M, MOD, DXF, etc.). - In the menu choose between two modes: "quick" and
"interactive". - The interface has many helpful icons (toolbars) that will improve your work. - Arta® supports the use of many
external instruments (vst plugins) to generate the signals for testing. - The menu contains buttons to enable or disable the use of
these external instruments for the test in the current configuration. - The data is stored and formatted according to the preferred
settings of the user. - The user can display or hide the various parameters. - Optional display of the parameters in the audio data

file. - The automatic display of data in the saved file. - Easy access to the plugin's manufacturer's site for more information
about the product or to download additional plugins. - Let the Arta® software calculate the key parameters of your audio file
(Frequency, Periodicity and Pitch). - Show the pitch of the signal, with the ability to save the data as a text file. - Make music

composition based on a sample and sound. - The frequency (Hz), Pitch (Hz 82157476af
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